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My submission is that we have one aspect of our health in the Corona virus. However there are many other
aspects to health that lockdowns are making worse. Time will show increasing mental health issues that
don’t turn off just like that. Cancer rates, domestic violence and disease will increase
That’s apart from the human and economic pain of Lockdowns following what covid did to the economy.
Actually covid did nothing to the economy per se. Rather the policy of govt and the media have tripled the
harm
The measures taken in Victoria against a virus are so disproportionate that they need to be placed back in
balance. Also dividing up Victoria and having different rules for regional and Melbourne has done
considerable damage. As had the 5km limit as Melbourne is big and very few people have friends within
5kms. Connections keep us human. People have become insular and fearful. Now we need to educate to lift
the possibilities for Victoria in living with the virus. And not let the health officers ignore the holistic
situation. Their vision has narrowed as had our premier who is trying to right a hotel quarantine fiasco. The
past is done. Evolve and move forward in a way that supports our loved ones and importantly our lived lives.
Or the ripple of this will go on for years
Do you have any additional comments or suggestions?:
Please see the human psychology of this situation. It’s about learned behaviour. And fearing the virus feeds
fear and anxiety. And had created division. When there is another way. Reflect and learn and move forward
with wisdom please.
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